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•Introduction 
– Services in a control system environment 

•Role of EPICS V4 
– How does EPICS V4 fit into the picture 

•A look at the Gather service 
– Interoperability of V3 and V4 

•Conclusions 
 
Disclaimer: I am not an expert on what I am going to present. The code that I use and will 
show has been written by other people, I have just recently started to explore and use it. 
(nevertheless, I was able to get some things going with fairly little effort) 

 

 

Outline 



•Service-Oriented Architecture 
– Wikipedia:"In software engineering, a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is 

a set of principles and methodologies for designing and developing software 
in the form of interoperable services. These services are well-defined 
business functionalities that are built as software components (discrete 
pieces of code and/or data structures) that can be reused for different 
purposes.” 

• In the context of EPICS V4: 
– Provide commonly used functionalities as services to high level (physics) 

applications 
– Use pvAccess as the communication protocol between applications and 

services 
 

 

Services...what is that? 



•An example in the accelerator context: a model service 
– Physics applications can access the model and the live machine using the 

same tools 
– Data is delivered as pvData structures 

• Structures can be arbitrarily complex 
• Most needs should be covered by a (relatively small) number of 

standardized normative types 
– User does not need to care where the source of the data is 

• SQL database, IOC, model server, etc. 
– Services are published as EPICS (v4) PV's 

• If you know the name of the service, doing “pvget” gets you the data 
– e.g. “pvget swissfel:orbit” 

 

 

Services... 



•Why a service and not a library or an API? 
– Language-independent 

• Libraries need to be implemented in each language  
– Single configuration that is easier to maintain and replace 
– Loose coupling: a new version does not require recompiling all code (as long 

as the interface stays the same) 
– Greatly simplifies testing! 

•Why to use EPICS 4 for this 
– Straightforward integration of controls and high level applications 
– Oriented towards efficiency 

• Only items that have changed are transmitted 
 

 

(some) advantages of services 



•EPICS V4 and services 
– Support of complex data types makes it attractive to use V4 in services 
– In addition to close integration to the control structures 

•Services can be implemented for (m)any type of data source 
– Goal: interoperability of different applications and data sources 

• (version 3) IOCs, databases, model servers, archiver, utilities (like 
save/restore) 

• Control room applications, analysis, tuning 
•With pvAccess as the common protocol, applications can communicate 

– “pvget” returns data structures 
• Arrays, tables, images 
• Atomically with metadata (e.g. image parameters) 

 
  

 

EPICS V4 and services 



•Interoperability: how to bridge between V3 IOCs and V4 service layer? 
– “Gather” service collects values from V3 IOCs using Channel Access and publishes 

them as V4 PVs 
– CA PV's are collected together and put into structures 
– V4 PV's can be created (and destroyed) dynamically 
– Different operations for the V3 channels: get, put, monitor 
– Gathered records can be accessed with a pvAccess client, just knowing the record 

name 
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•Use Gather to create an orbit service 
– Set up a Gather to collect values from beam position monitor IOCs 

• As a start, use a simulation in a soft IOC 
– X,Y,Intensity 
– Beam on/off, fault, noise, etc. simulation 

– Publish the orbit (horizontal, vertical) as a V4 PVs 
– Gather records contain for each element 

• Value 
• Validity flag (isBad) 
• Timestamp, alarm severity 

– Gather record can be 
• Single use (destroyed immediately after use) 
• Persistent (left running on the server until explicitly deleted). Typical use case. 

– Values are 
• Monitored: updates on V3 channel value change 
• Or, optionally updated by request 

 
 

 

Gather service use case 



•A simple client to set up a gather (persistent, monitoring V3 channels) 
– Too small to read, let us look at the essential lines (next slide) 
– But: this is essentially all that is needed to create a gather record 

• (I know, channel names should not be hardcoded...) 
 

 

Show me the code! 



A simplified client to set up a gather (persistent, monitoring V3 channels) 

– Create the gather record with 

Show me the code! 

org.epics.ca.ClientFactory.start(); 

Requester requester = new RequesterImpl(); 

// gather record creation: first connect to the Gather server 

//serverName is the EPICS V4 channel name of the Gather server  

CreateGather create = CreateGatherFactory.create(“gatherServer”, requester); 

Status status = create.connect(); 

if (!status.isSuccess()) messageAndExit(status); 

status = create.waitConnect(timeOut); 

if (!status.isSuccess()) messageAndExit(status); 

// send the request to create a gather "channel": 

// list of V3 channel names, gather record name, record options 

// options (true/false): array data, monitor,temporary  

//orbitName is the name of the V4 record that is created 

status = create.sendRequest(channelNames, “orbitGather”,false,true,false); 

if (!status.isSuccess()) messageAndExit(status); 

status = create.waitRequest(); 

if (!status.isSuccess()) messageAndExit(status); 



An example run of the previous Gather application 

Prerequisites: 

– An IOC (or many IOCs) running with the channels to be gathered 

– The Gather server (a javaIOC) running on the network 

– The application compiled 

Running the simple application 



•Service-orientation and EPICS 4 
– Bring controls and scientific applications closer 
– provides better and easier ways to write applications 

• Better integration 
• Richer set of capabilities 

•Services 
– First prototype services exist already 

• Some are deployed at PSI for testing 
– Prototypes can be used as templates 

•  create new services with (fairly) little effort 
– Gather service provides easy integration of version 3 EPICS IOCs 

• Example: orbit service 
– Now using a simulation in a soft IOC 
– With some low-level assistance (event system) can be made 

synchronous with little effort. 
•If you want to see the demo online, please ask. 

 

 

Summary 



Thank you for your attention! 

 


